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ARTIST | VIETNAM

Ti!any Chung is one of Vietnam’s most respected and internationally active 
contemporary artists. Based in Saigon, Chung has received wide acclaim for her 

exquisite cartographic drawings and multi-media practice that explore spatial 
and sociopolitical transformations interwoven with the lingering resonances of 

historical trauma. She was awarded the 2013 Sharjah Biennial Prize and featured 
in 2015 Venice Biennale main exhibition All The World’s Futures. 

Tiffany Chung

Tiffany Chung’s Roaming with the Dawn – Snow Drifts, Rain Falls, Desert Wind Blows 2012. 

Comprising of 4000 hand blown glass animals crafted by artisans in Ho Chi Min City.
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ON GENDER AND CHOICES

I majored in photography and art as soon as 
I started college. My decision to choose art as 

when I became more convinced of  how art 

was also a challenge that I wanted to take on – to 
have my voice as a woman artist in the art world 

ON SAN ART AND DEVELOPING 

CONTEMPORARY ART IN VIETNAM

My family migrated to the US from Vietnam 

together and actively engage in the socio-polit-

two other artists in 2007. Under the leadership 

in promoting critical thinking concerning inter-
disciplinary practice and knowledge of  art within 

-

 
ON MENTORING THE NEXT GENERATION 

OF VIETNAMESE ARTISTS

are eager to learn and practice contemporary 

-

-
edge beyond art; to experiment beyond their 

research within other disciplines of  research 

have been active in the region and even in 

-

practice by developing a critical voice that 

past forty years] has been deliberately pro-
moting what I call ‘politically-driven historical 

ON BEING AN ARTIST

do what I do and looking forward to materi-

-

geopolitics is inevitable. My academic and 
ethnographic research leads to excavating 

“I wake up every day grateful for 
being able to do what I do and 
looking forward to materialize 
my research and ideas. Living in 
Vietnam with its current political 
state, I want my work to function 
as a protest against this ‘politically-
driven historical amnesia’ . . .”

ART
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-

-

ON SUCCESS

-

have art as a tool and a platform to explore and 

ON FUTURE CHALLENGES

There are always challenges that need to be 

work in the years to come.

Tiffany Chung participated 

in 'Our Land/Alien Territory', 

an exhibition that brings 

together artists from different 

countries and global regions 

whose work investigates the 

relation between space and 

politics at Central Exhibition 

Hall Manege, Moscow.  

(Sept. 16 - Oct. 4, 2015)

FEMALE LEADERSHIP VIETNAM


